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Swiss recidencies today part 1: Economising with Tom Ellis. Photo by Eric Dettwiler

Update: Art presentation

Update: Berlin

By sk@susannekriemann.info

By 4u@dewil.ch

Art condition or the Quality of Art
How often did I come across a hardly visible video work at Documenta
XII, at Istanbul Biennial, art institution here or there, etc? How often
has concern been outlined about the artists’ works to be seen in a proper way? How large is the acceptability of what is bad and what is still
all right in terms of image, sound, chairs for visitors etc., the condition
to see a work of art?
This is about form, not content.
“Visual art is defined as the arrangement of colors, forms, or other elements in a manner that affects the sense of beauty, specifically the production of the beautiful in a graphic or plastic medium”(The American Heritage Dictionary: Fourth Edition). In that sense we can accept anything
that triggers the subjective beauty sensors of perception, and a hardly visible colour video might have its charm, might talk about the dematerialization of the art object, the post white cube condition, etc. But somehow
here (in time and space) is my limit! I am tired of interpretations like:
there was not enough budget and/ or it is site specific, and therefore we
do not deal with the same conditions as in the white cube. As an attentive
viewer I demand my right to see the works properly, carefully installed
with the good sound and the good beamer, and if there is no other way
out of this misery of condition, please retreat, dear artist!

Neue Heimat, Contemporary Berlin
This very morning on my way to the “Neue Heimat” exhibition at
the Berlinische Galerie, I was held up by a couple of school girls. They
were investigating (equiped with a videocam) commuters about Galileo
Galilei. The short story behind was, that they were scholars of a Kreuzberg School which was named after the famous physicist and astronomer
Galileo Galilei. Yes, it was still fairly early in the morning, it must have
been around 10 am. On that time in the day my thoughts were still close
to Neverland. By this request I had only a foggy picture of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa. I gave them with my best effort a response, which contained — and I was pretty much sure about — that he must have been
an important scientist and that he did some researches about masses and
gravity. The girls were giggling and were very excited to teach me that
Galilei was the guy with the famous words: “Eppur si muove” (and yet
it does move). Wow, our being can be described so easy!
We could exchange arguments now about why everything has to be so
simple and so easy going? Isn’t the worlds structure much more complex and do we really have to have quick answers similar to slogans, too?
Well, well … but the argument about gravity seemed to me to be a good
starting point for the day and the upcoming exhibition which I planed
to visit this very morning.
At the end of the day and finally thanks to the “Neue Heimat” show I
had a confirmation to why everybody is talking about Berlin as a hot
spot for contemporary art.
Last February I arrived at this new capital of Germany. Hungry for contemporary art after two years of living in Rome the city of unique baroque environment and in its setting of ancient art. By this I was very
much curious about the booming art city of Berlin. But quickly, very
quickly indeed I had to learn that a lot of fuss-about was just smart art
advertising, or else must have been a clever PR campaign of all these
art-digger-junkies. Obviously they all can’t wait to finally see their investments in art to be grown and bring them back the fruits in gaining
a tremendous profit.
Adam Budak at the Dutch cocktail reception
I’m not even complaining the miserable weather conditions, which you
can imagine. It may only be a regret due to exchanging the Mediterranean city of Rome with the German capital of Berlin. Okay, it was still
winter and I was expecting spring and summer, which could change a
lot. But time was passing by, and still I did not have a revelation as yet
by the contemporary art of Berlin. And the weather remained as it was.
On the contrary I witnessed with much regret, how this awfully important general director of the Staatliche Museen is blocking every initiative for contemporary art, and how smart the trendy sets of Berlin are
cutting every strange plant growth, which might filthy the nucleus of a
prussian heart.
Or it’s Kounellis at the Neue Nationalgalerie, or the superfluous FCF
thing at the Hamburger Bahnhof, or the odd copy of the Turner Prize
in the form of the “Preis der Nationalgalerie für junge Kunst”, neither
these nor others can deny an institutional fail for contemporary art in
the capital of Germany. By the end of September, and after an engaging
weekend of the Art Forum (which surely brought a lot of cocaine into
the Spree city), you couldn’t make out any glimpse of motive force to
change this miserable situation of a longing art enthusiast.
The strange thing to observe is that so many international artists are living here. This seems to be contradictory to the presence of a missing and
thrilling discourse. And yet all these artists moved their activities to Ber-

p.s. motivation
Istanbul, Sept. 2007, opening days of the Biennial “Not Only Possible
But Necessary: Optimism In The Age Of Global War” at IMC, the department store lot partly re-used as Biennial venue: all the stores have full
glass façade at the front and a garage-like space, almost gallery like presentation space. The large window front made it impossible to see video
work, even though it was presented on TV monitor. The sign left from
the monitor informed that the work of Anu Pennanen, Allan Sekula and
Ferhat Özgür (all about 45 min video work in a loop on one single monitor) are presented here. The light was too bright to see anything… The
next day, the glass front was tinted black. I went back inside. The tinting was executed with graffiti spray. Know how dangerous the gas is, I
spend hardly five minutes inside. It was so extremely stinky - again no
chance to watch the works. Who cared about the young female guard,
who had to spend an entire day inside of that smelly and polluted space?
Why, oh why, dear curator?

Photo found on the internet by Susanne Kriemann

lin. The attractivity of this place might be explained in an overwhelming offer of cultural initiatives, theater, cinema, festivals, clubbing, and
so on, and so forth. It’s pushing the city’s limits and changes its face to
a creative melting-pot. And last but not least there is a quality of Berlin to reinvent itself every now and then. Perhaps the most pragmatic
reason rests in the economically still affordable living- and production
space for less money.
Yet you can make out a dawning daybreak on the horizon. Next spring
there will be the 5th edition of the Berlin Biennale for contemporary art.
And still in this month there shall be the laying of the foundation for the
strongly missed Kunsthalle. Its temporary structure is becoming reality
right in front of the skeleton of the Palast der Republik.
As I said I was on my way to the “Neue Heimat — Contemporary Berlin” show. There I finally arrived after my initial Galileo intermezzo
with the giggling school girls. This remarkable exhibition is curated by
Ursula Prinz and Anne Haun from the Berlinische Galerie. It allows a
comprehensive view over the international art scene which is proudly
hosted by the people of Berlin. The show and its thematic is dealing with
mobility and migration, all this in our age of the loss of cultural identity and global homlessness. “Home” is not any more tied to a specific
territory. Such impressions go along with a search for transnational and
historically oriented identities, and the ability to confront the challenges
of the globalisation.
Mentioning only a few works of this exquisite show including Tea
Määkipää’s “1:1” work. A skeleton like installation over two stories high
is merging three Finnish average appartments, and reducing them to
their sanitation facilities. This may be read as a metaphor of a society getting more and more transparent and naked in front of economy and the
might of administrations. Mona Hatoum’s intimate installation “Mobile
Home II” contains personal belongings — which are constantly shifted
in two opposite directions — attached on iron cables in between two
street gates. Only by looking at it one may be confronted by an uneasy
feeling of unstability, but yet a fragile humoristic component is pending,
too. Michel de Broin’s installation — with its ambiguous title “Black
Whole Conference” — of black conference chairs is formed to a spiny
sphere. Let’s drop the “W” in the title and one does have immediately
another breathtaking dimension in its proper statement. Jorinde Voigt’s
and Yehudit Sasporta’s sensitive and splendid drawing series are reflecting upon complexity of numbers and romantic attitudes and are finding
each one their own and precise expressions like freeways for diffrent dimensions. Nina Fisher / Maroan el Sani are presenting their new video
work about shifting identity in a delirious state of the psyche. The video
is referencing literatur and architectural structures within brilliant sequences, and all caught by a confusing narration.
Isn’t it a happy coincident to be touched by such art, and in the sense that
your ideas of physicality can be questioned by dispositivs and settings of
art which are capable to drill holes in a predominated consciousness, constructed by a frenetic environment of daily life.
The best thing you could do, if you are curious and love to figure something out on Berlin’s art scene, go and visit this show which gives you
an expression of how Berlin is set as a platform determining artistic and
cultural identity.

Yehudit Sasportas, The Cave Light, 2005, Ink on papaer, Faber-Castell Collection.

Update: Chongqing
By auk@gmx.ch

For two days now, or maybe three, I’m back in Berlin and I’m still not
sure sometimes when I wake up in the middle of the night, is it true?
Or am I still on the move, somewhere in China? Ten weeks of being
with noodle soup in the mornings, languages, which are mainly sound
and visuals without understanding, and an incredible working marathon
must have some confusing influence.
One year after being in Prishtina the Palatti group gathered again to set
out for Chongqing, the uprising new economic center in the heartland
of China. Chongqing has more than 30 millions inhabitants. Politically speaking it’s the biggest city of the world (the whole municipality is
considered city). Palatti became bigger this time as well. Without being
sure of any financial support - either having “no’s” or “no answer yet”
- nine artists took their planes to meet in China. Most of us arrived in
Beijing first, to start the project with a bit of traveling upfront: Betty,
Paul and Tudor from Amsterdam, Audrey from Bordeaux, Anna, Mirya,
Julia and me from Berlin. I’ve visited China and Chongqing one and a
half years ago. I knew a bit where we were heading. For the others it was
the first time. I was wondering how it would go with such a big group,
in such a big country.
After spending a couple of days in the capital, crossing the city by taxi,
visiting tourist spots, Hutongs, the 798 studios with all their commerce
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and hip openings, the Olympic village construction site, bar streets and
a very nice punk concert, it was time to continue south. Some of us took
the train to Xi’an for a stopover. The city felt good and compared to
Beijing, where everything is rushing towards the Olympics, more Chinese. We continued further to Chong Qing (the two characters signify
“double happiness”, as I found out later, like the famous Chinese cigarettes, but with different characters). Taking the train was the real thing
(hard seats, the beds were sold out)! Of course sleeping was impossible.
Trying to cope with the extremely uncomfortable hard seat, while seeing all the Chinese people managing in most incredible positions, having standing place tickets, leaning over luggage and each others’ heads
or being wrapped in newspaper on the ground under benches, was just
embarrassing. At one point early morning, a big pile of rubbish was being moved through the corridor by a cleaning guy or woman, passing
the sleeping people on the ground and the sleeping or smoking crowd
gathering in front of the toilets. After seemingly endless hours, rushing
out into the foggy morning scenery of the Chongqing railway station
was a relief. Our local hero Xiao Feng awaited us, bringing the Palatti
delegation to Southwest University in Beibei. Beibei is a student town
about 30 km from the city center. The welcome was warm and very formal. After the meeting with the directors of the Fine Arts department
we were invited for dinner, as it is a traditional Chinese custom. So is the
ritual of standing up at the table to propose a toast many times during the
Buergel’s hierarchy of Documenta venues?
evening (gambei = you drink off the glass). Full support for the project
and exhibition was promised. We felt taken very serious and important.
But that changed pretty soon. Actually the university proved to be quite
unprofessional concerning such an international exchange. On the other
hand we got amazing help of the students during the whole time of being there. They saved our lives. Chen soon became the responsible of the
Palatti project and the group. He would be the one to call about problems, help, contacting the officials, even ordering food…
The exhibition had to start earlier than planned, because the Art Museum was needed due to a governmental check up of the whole university. Already the time was really short - but now it meant two and a half
weeks to make new works, build up the exhibition and to present a series
of lectures at the Fine Arts department. Invitations and posters needed
to be done as well. Somehow the promised support slowly but inevita-

Entrance examination, afterwards our working space

Main entrance of the Southwest University

Hotpot (the famous spicy food of Chongqing)

Palatti (Chen, Audrey, Sara, Mirya, Paul, Anna, Julia, Betty, Xiao Feng, Aurelio)

bly faded away. After that dinner, the directors weren’t physically there
anymore. We mainly depended on the help of the students. The good
thing was that we had a working space at the school until the opening.
After a few days in Beibei, Sara arrived as well from Spain, right in time
to join the lecture series. The first one was the most important one, because the directors wanted to see what we were up to. It went alright
and four more lectures were being planned. Due to holidays and other
bureaucratic circumstances the number decreased to two. The shorter
each individual presentation became towards the end of the series, the
better it came across. The last one triggered a lot of questions among the
students, which was a good sign.
One of the interesting things to work in Chongqing is the absence of
a contemporary art scene, as existing in Beijing or Shanghai for instance. At the university a rather traditional approach is dominant. Sculpture, different forms of painting (including such as Chinese Oil Painting, Print Painting, Flower-bird Painting), Design and Art Theory are
being taught at the School of Fine Arts. The concept of contemporary
art, coming from the west, was rather unknown to most of the students
we met.
So the days rushed off. Tudor disappeared to Shanghai or Xiamen, without returning for the show. Once in a while it was a great thing to get
out of Beibei, visiting the Yangtze River, the city center or the other art
university in Chongqing (the Sichuan Fine Art Institute), where Xiao
Feng is teaching. Attached to it is a studio complex, the Tank Loft Art
Center, which has increased tremendously since my last visit in 2006,
and the new 501 Art Base. The same thing is starting to happen as it did
in Beijing (or anywhere else): the places grow big, commercial, and expensive so that in the end artists have to move again to alternative places
because the rents are getting too high. Lots of Chinese artists are originally from Chongqing. But most of them live in other cities, since still
hardly any exhibition spaces exist in Chongqing so far. There’s a saying
about Chinese art shows: “if you want to make a good show, it cannot
be done without Chongqing artists”…
It was quite scary to think of the difficult exhibition space at the Art
Museum and its size. The interior architecture reminded me of some

sort of provincial insurance company building or a “Sparkasse” (a bank
in Germany) entrance hall. I’m still surprised, how in the end we managed. Many media were involved in the show: installation, neon lights,
drawings, and lots of photography. During the working process I started
to fantasize about placing a scaffolding structure in the museum, connecting the two exhibition floors and interfering with the architectural
dominance. There’s not any place in China without construction sites.
Even on campus there were a couple of them. There I found a worker who brought his crew to the museum the day before the opening to
mount the installation, after an odyssey of trying to find all the necessary materials.
The following two and a half weeks we worked on a catalogue. Which
was a crazy decision, but of course now I can say it was great to do it.
The coffee place we spent so much time at became even more populated with Palatti people, hiding behind their Mac books. We hardly got
out of that place for days. The exhibition had to be prolonged because
the president of the university didn’t see it, yet. So instead of Monday
we took it down on Tuesday. Audrey, Anna and Mirya returned to Europe the same week. Sara went off for traveling on horsebacks up north.
Now the rest of Palatti was stuck with finishing the catalogue, 64 pages
in full color. David, a student of English and Xiao Feng did the translation work. In the meantime bad news arrived from the Dutch foundation. Due to missing information, which the school had been asked for
several times, our application got rejected. How can it be possible, that
only a small text about previous international activities couldn’t be provided for months? A week later, we were still stuck in Beibei, longing to
get out of there, Betty and I took the files to the printer in Chongqing.
They made a test print within two days: not only sheets but the complete book, still wet, bound and cut! It succeeded…the only question remained: how will it be possible to get the books out of China, after all?
Only a company with an export license can ship such a thing abroad. My
friend in Chongqing is taking care of the task…good luck…I wonder if
they will arrive this year still, or maybe next year? (“Maybe”, you have
to add in China, always.)
Now Palatti is working on follow-up exhibitions, to continue the work
with the gathered material back home. And of course, Palatti thinks always of a next Palatti…

First lunch in Beijing

Betty and Anna at the Yangtze

Chongqing, at the river. All photos by Aurelio Kopainig
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1.) In search of financial success right after your art
studies - which field provides the greatest chance for
earning big money?
a.) abstract painting
b.) a rt in public space
c.) video art
2.) You and your gallery can exhibit at only one of
these two art fairs. Which one are you going to
choose?
a.) Liste Basel
b.) Zoo Art Fair London
3.)
want
a.)
b.)
c.)

Which of the following is most valuable if you
to succeed in the artworld?
authenticity
ability to network
charisma

4.) Can early success as a shooting star damage the
quality of one's later artistic work?
a.) yes
b.) n o
5.) The work of which of these artists will be best
known in 100 years?
a.) Pippilotti Rist
b.) Sylvie Fleury

Centerfold by
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Centerfold by

At Any Price
A fake TV show on the Arts
Conceived by Sandi Paucic and Andreas Vogel from the F+F School for Art and Media Design,
Zürich, 'A Tout Prix' (At Any Price) was a quiz show like no other. Based on a kitsch 1970s TV quiz, questions
were asked about a rtists' career strategies and the contemporary art market. Four art students from different Swiss art colleges competed against the clock to rise from art student to world art star. Hosted by
Andreas Vogel with his very charming assistant Isabelle Krieg, and directed backstage by Sandi Paucic, two
celebrity juries, a telephone joker and a wheel of fortune were the main ingredients for an exciting evening on
the true nature of the contemporary artist's life. This inaugural 'A Tout Prix' event took place in November at FriArt in the Swiss city of Fribourg, in cooperation with the Swiss cultural foundation Pro Helvetia. Eric Philippoz, art
student from Geneva won the quiz and the 1000chf prize money!

Please mark your answers and send them to: 'W.A.T.A.' c/o K3 Project Space, Hardstrasse 219, CH-8005 Zürich or mail them (www.k3zh.ch)
Mail: info@k3zh.ch

Name: ..........................................................................................., email: ................................................... country:................................................

c.)

c.)

b.)
b.)
b.)
b.)
b.)
a.)
a.)
a.)
a.)
a.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Question
Question
Question
Question
Question

The Swiss celebrity jury has decided on the correct answers to the five questions (see page 3). Can you guess the experts choice?
If your answers to the questions match theirs, you will be entered into a prize draw for a chance to produce the next centrefold for 'We Are The
Artists'. Five lucky readers picked from the hat will be invited to send in a proposal for the next issue of 'W.A.T.A.' via email. One overall
winner will then design pages 3 to 6 of the spring 2008 issue of 'W.A.T.A.'

! +# ++
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Update: Istanbul
By kielmayer@gmx.net

Party
In general I would say that this biennial was one of the better contemporary art experiences of my life. It was the first time I had been to Istanbul
and yet I think I learned a lot about the contemporary art world there. Hou
Hanrou included a lot of different venues, and of course all kind of spaces
and museums tuned their openings into the schedule of the biennial. The
result was that you got to see a lot of different aspects, starting from the
extravagantly posh opening of new Santralistanbul, on to a former fabric trade market and a cultural center from the 1960s as biennial venues
and ending with the promising opening of a new space called Rodeo and
a fabulous night at the independent art space Pist. Somehow you forgot
about the biennial; especially because its official programme melted with
dozens of other presentations, buffets and receptions. However, this also
means that this fabulous concept only works for the opening days but not
when you go and see the biennial later. But isn’t that just so typical for
these biennials: the artworld primarily taking care of itself?
Most striking I must say were the openings. Myself coming from a country where you serve peanuts in order to make people thirsty and buy more
alcohol from the bar, I could hardly believe how generous they were: Free
drinks, including stuff like vodka and whisky, and at the pre-opening of
the biennale they set up a buffet with the most delicious food for about
1000 people! There was some chilled music and colourful lights and the
whole event gave you the glamorous kind of feeling that you were at the
right place. Less glamorous I felt however, when I went to buy a drink at
the after-party: No matter whether a glass of (really undrinkable) wine
or just a beer, you would not get it under 6 Euro!
After-parties were kind of special anyway; at least some of their endings.
After the official opening shuttle buses carried some 500 people to a very
fancy night club at the Bosporus. Again, all very glam and expensive;
good music and handsome waiters. Again bad wine (I gave back the first
glass after agreeing with an Italian curator that it corked; but I got another glass from another and then yet another bottle that tasted exactly the
same), but again a very happy crowd. The atmosphere on the dancefloor
was close to peak – all fancy international curators shaking their arses off
– when some raindrops began to fall down. This made the crowd even
wilder and some loud rejoicing could be heard. This stopped about one
minute later when it started to pelt down like hell and the 500 people were
desperately looking for a little space under a pergola or piece of roof. The
thunderstorm lasted for about 20 minutes, leaving some friends of mine
totally soaked and the music system totally fucked. This abrupt end definitely came to early but helped me to save at least 30 Euros.

After party at the Bosporus.

The next day the after party was supposed to be at Pist, an independent art
space a little north from Taksin square. They called their show ‘Turkish
pavilion’ which was not only a reference to the traditional form of bien-

A rts C harts London

nials with national pavilions but also to their residential area which is full
of brothels, in Turkish called ‘pavilions’. It was actually the place I liked
by far the most; everybody was there, including the VIPs (but with an
absolutely non-VIP attitude). Being surrounded by not only interesting
but also nice people reminded me a lot of k3 in Zurich and I felt perfectly
at home! After a while Didem, Pist’s curator, took people from the art
space to a real pavilion across the street; there the after party would take
place. Art people thus started invading this little red light district bar, got
beer served for 4 Euro (thanks for that, Didem!!) by big breasted bikini
girls and had a dance to a trashy Turkish dance-pop mix. The party was
surely to peak soon when all of a sudden the music stopped and the club
went black. Outside I learned that this was one of the quite normal electricity failures that could easily last for a couple of hours. Maybe this was
another sign for me not too overdo it, so after another chat with a couple
of nice people I ordered a taxi to my hotel.

Atatürk heads at the ACC. All photos by Oliver Kielmayer

Didem Özbek at Pist.

Atatürk
It becomes clear very quickly that the most important person in Turkey
is Atatürk. Also one of the biennale venues was affected by him, as some
works were installed in the Atatürk Cultural Centre. Actually it is a fantastic 1960s building with amazing interior design, and of course there
are plans to tear it down instead of renovating it. But it’s not so much the
interior design I want to talk about but a little anecdote I have heard from
one of the biennale artists and which is quite symptomatic – not only for
the unrestricted devotion to Atatürk.
After artist Didier Finza Faustino had installed his piece, the manager of
the Atatürk Cultural Centre came for another inspection of his building.
Immediately he noticed that in the moment you enter the building the
installation was covering the head of Atatürk fixed onto the wall behind
it. He asked the artist to move the piece, but as it was quite a big one, the
artist insisted that this would be impossible. The second idea of the manager was to move Atatürks head upwards for some 1 or 2 metres, but for
whatever reason that was neither possible. So what they did in the end was
producing a new and slightly smaller Atatürk head and put it on top of existing one, high enough that you would see it from the entrance.
Aleksander Komarov told me that he originally wanted to make a big installation, but this was impossible because the space given to him is sometimes used for cocktail receptions after the concerts. He could neither
present his work with an accurate volume because some opera singers are
rehearsing inside the concert hall (during the opening hours of the biennale). Putting works of the biennale into a beautiful building that architecturally reflects the belief in modernism of some decades ago is certainly
a brilliant concept; but if it makes impossible for the artists to show what
they are really capable of I think it is problematic. It’s a bit symptomatic
for other parts of this biennale too: Hou Hanrou is known for his condensed and loud exhibitions where all artworks virtually melt into one
big entertainment park. I must say I like that and maybe you can see it as
a mirror of contemporary life where you suffer of a constant bombardment of voices, stories and offers that become a babylonic mesh you have
to find your own way trough. But when you cannot understand the acous-

A rts C harts B erlin
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Lisson Gallery
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Rokeby Gallery
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tics for example of Atom Egoyan’s work even if you press you ear next to
the speaker (and don’t see the projection anymore), this way of curating
certainly becomes controversial.
American woman
Attending the panel discussions was not a real highlight; basically no discussion or disputes but just presentations of different (not really breathtaking) projects. Irritating was one encounter I had at the coffee desk
during the break: Turning around with the coffee in my hand I looked
into a face perfectly familiar to me. The familiarity seemed to be mutual
and the woman greeted me with a warm ‘hello’. It took a few seconds of
heavy thinking where we would know us from, but then we found out:
We had been in the same compartment in the VIP train from Kassel to
Münster earlier this year. Fair enough, but this was the American woman
I had written about so badly in last WeAreTheArtists! The one who was
so rude to the Zmijewskis about smoking in the train! Cold sweat was
breaking out of my body now; what if she had read my remarks about
her? Surely she knew that I was this person who dared writing badly about
the attitude of Americans… I was looking deep into her eyes in order to
find out if she had read the article but it was in vain. I managed to small
talk a bit and promised to attend her panel discussion later this day. What
can I say; her presentation was very American again, but in a good sense:
Professional, not too long and well prepared. However, the cold sweat I
found out later was less because of her but because of a diarrhoea attack
that would stay with me until the end of my trip.
Quality moment
Even if the days together with all the international and local art
people were the best experience I’d had for a long time, the purest and
most glamorous quality moment was at the very last evening when I
was just on my own. In search of a worthy last thing to do I went up to
the top floor bar of Hotel Marmara at Taksim square in order to have a
beer. Coming into the lounge a panorama opened up that was absolutely
breathtaking: Istanbul, endless and glittering. It was one of these moments
that somehow seem to sum everything up; the immense size and beauty
of this city and all its inhabitants, their stories and their contributions to
this sparkling sensation. A moment that makes you forget that you pay 12
Euro for a bottle of beer.

A rts C harts Z urich

Curators Without Borders

01

Galerie Elisabeth Kaufmann

Galerie Giti Nourbakhsch

02

Kunsthalle Zurich

03

Galerie Magazin

03

Kunsthaus

Tate Modern

04

Galerie Mehdi Chouakri

04

Galerie Nicola von Senger

05

Hauser & Wirth

05

Daad Galerie

05

Galerie Hauser und Wirth

06

White Cube Mason’s Yard

06

Galerie Jablonka

06

K3 Project Space

07

The Approach

07

KW - Kunstwerke

07

Galerie Susanna Kulli

08

One in the Other

08

NBK Neuer Berliner Kunstverein

08

Freymond-Guth & Co Fine Arts

09

David Risley Gallery

09

Martin Gropius Bau

09

Galerie Lange & Pult

Painting of Modern Life
Santiago Sierra
Fusion Now!

Louise Borgeoise
Anri Sala
Jeff Wall

John Stezaker

Persona Non Grata
Jonathan Allen

100 The Barbican

Seduced: Art and Sex from Antiquity to Now

Invisible/Invincible: A Ticket To Nothingness - Space and exhibition
Marc Camille Chaimowicz – Loved by our friends!
Robert Kusmirowski – But performance at the opening was silly
Charlotte Posenenske – Good move of gallery after Documenta.
Guy Ben-Ner – Ridiculous!
Mike Kelley – Very stylish exhibition and liked by my friends
History will repeat itself – Guess who is in the show? Jeremy Deller!
Matthias Weischer – If you are fond of painting of Leipziger Schule
Eugène Atget – Great classic photography exhibition

100 Galerie Max Hetzler

Sarah Morris – Silly paintings, boring film, badly installed.

Over the year clearly the best programme
Kai Althoff – Brings Kunsthalle Zurich back to life
Felix Vallotton – Art history at its best
Olaf Breuning’s Hello Darkness - Spoooooky!
Christopher Orr – Most expensive small paintings hit the art market
Tom Ellis - Was ein kun(s)t!
Rolf Graf - One mountain man and his cow bell
Loredana Sperini - a mild Wekua

Francisco Da Mata and Carrie Yamaoka

100 Migros Museum

Christoph Schlingensief – Theatre props are not neccessarily art
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Update: Rotterdam
By aeneaswilder@hotmail.com

Dear Jim, it was a great surprise to bump into you at the Van Abbemuseum, in Eindhoven. It is so rare for us to meet these days. I would hope
that your analysis of cultural trends are correct. Fascinating as it is, the
gravitation towards extreme expression within art, as epitomised early
on by Richard Kern’s sadomasochistic film archive (queue grainy image
of someone being held open and fist fucked circa 1970) leads to an end
game already mapped out, albeit in an immature way, by Jack –Ass, and
the more challenging Welsh spin off, Dirty Sanchez. I am pleased to know
that your expertise is being utilised by Charles and that the cultural agenda
of the Netherlands will benefit from the wealth of skills and knowledge
that you have accumulated.
I am surprised that we even managed to bump into each other, as my
schedule this past summer set me on a course far and way from Europe’s
art triptych of Venice, Kassel and Munster. I missed the lot as I worked in
Rotterdam, Tokyo and San Francisco. The work made for that last show
will develop in an unexpected way, assuming the committee decide that
my work holds the key to their success. The Exploratorium have been
charged with finding a creative solution to a pressing problem in the USA,
namely dragging themselves out of an engineering meltdown. The physical infrastructure of the country needs to be upgraded and renewed. At the
moment, too few want to make a career in the field of civil engineering,
much the same as in the plumbing world. The key is to prepare (children,
principally girls) for the coming years in a practical, long term, way. Until
then the engineering sector – amongst others – will continue to dwindle,
as the role models of Britney and Madonna send yet another generation
of young women spinning off into the triviality that now dominates glo-

Aeneas Wilder, Untitled # 127, 2007, made for Follydock in Rotterdam

bal cultural production. For those lucky/wealthy enough to gain a university degree, the path to being a winner means that you head for Wall
Street, regardless of your degree. Stuff bridges. So, if my system is adopted
then the re-education of pre\teens will begin. Perhaps. What I discovered staying in San Francisco was that the mere promise of getting rich is
highly addictive. I was there for less than a week and I had already hit on
the money making venture of sprinkling scraps of polystyrene with some
colourful glitter and then selling them as cultural lucky charms. Armed
with a business degree and a pot of glue, you could probably be a millionaire. The trick however is the catchy product name.
It is a great shame that you missed the opportunity to meet the grand
old duke Paul Panhuysen while you were in Eindhoven. By the time the
cultural pendulum swings back towards formalism, I fear that he will
have gone to the great FRAC collection in the sky. Although never a
member of Fluxus, his work counterpoints that now co-opted art movement. The fact that both Paul and George Maciunas worked parallel to
each other shows how thin the membrane between the known and the

not so known actually is. Two things you should know about Paul. He
still owns an original Gerrit Reitveld Red Blue chair, which he trimmed
slightly, many years ago, to improve the proportions. Paul also expelled
Rudi Fuchs from his studio, after Rudi suggested that Paul take on board
Rudi’s amendments when developing new work. This was during Rudi’s
appointment to the upcoming Documenta 7. As the studio door closed,
Rudi’s last words were “You will regret this Paul”.
Unbelievably the solo show in my beloved homeland has been shelved.
An Tuireann Art Centre on Skye has been shut down and all staff have
been sacked by the Board of Directors in a move that has yet to be fully explained. The fact that the Art Centre’s curator, Steven McKenzie,
will have to return the Henry Moore Foundation grant given fund my
project pales into insignificance, when I think about a father of two trying to find another curatorial post amongst the Hebridean islands of Scotland’s west coast.
Still, for me it is not all bad news. After 14 years of waiting and hoping,
I have finally made it into the hallowed realms of the glossy art magazine world. Yes it is true. A three page spread featuring an extensive interview and several colour images. The journalist even called me on her
mobile, Los Angeles to Rotterdam, so that she could get all the facts just
right. Artforum, Flash Art, I hear you ask? No, the magazine in question
was Woodworkers Monthly, California’s #1 arts and crafts magazine. Although the main feature of the July edition did focus predominantly on
the Annual Woodworkers Tool Convention and the “crazy prices to be
had down at Bob’s wood shed this summer”, surely it is only a matter of
time before the other glossies beat a path to my door.
Alas, I must sign off for now. My train is pulling into Gare du Nord and I
must take time for the adjustment necessary when leaving the Netherlands
and arriving in Paris. The Dutch are so pleasant and relaxed, but I have
been in Rotterdam too long. I am now keen to embrace the total contempt
that the Parisian service sector lavishes so democratically on all its visitors
A Bientot. With best wishes to Jason and yourself, Aeneas.

Make yourself heard!

Are you not a correspondent of the network, but still have a message to
the artworld? Make yourself heard on this page by placing an ad! You
are free to use the space for a text, a statement, a picture, information
about a show you liked or just the person you hate most. No matter if
you are an artist, a gallery, a museum, a collection or just a sponsor, you
all are welcome.
You can buy space here in different sizes; contact wearetheartists@gmx.
net for details. Accepted data are pdf, eps, tiff and jpg files in black and
white with 300dpi. Number 13 of WeAreTheArtists is published with
4000 copies in April 2008; deadline is March 15.

Kunsthalle Winterthur
Kunsthalle Winterthur, Marktgasse 25, 8400 Winterthur, www.kunsthallewinterthur.ch, Wed – Fri 12 – 18 h, Sat/Sun 12 – 16 h

Nicola Grabiele
December 16 – January 27 2008

Christoph Oertli
February 17 – March 30 2008

